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1. 1. Build the map Build the map 
The map is arena that the hunters will  
compete in for treasure. 
The map for each game is constructed using 
the map cards. 
The Treasure Zones (numbered 1-6) show 
where a treasure will appear whenever that  
number is rolled at the start of a player's turn.  
You can build a map in any  
configuration, but a map must have all 6 
treasure zones on it.
If this is your first game, try a basic map like 
the one shown.
Take the unused map cards and set them aside 
facedown to form the Focus Deck

The Hunt Is On!The Hunt Is On!
Mysterious treasures have been discovered hidden in the ruins of a lost civilization in the distant Khrysos galaxy. 
The fabulous bounty is there for the taking but the competition is fierce! Only the bravest, cleverest and toughest 
treasure hunters in the galaxy have what it takes to compete for the fortune of a lifetime. 
These rogues, heroes, thieves and pirates are known as the Khrysos Hunters. 
They will need to team up and give it all they’ve got if they plan to beat the other contenders to the Khrysos treasure. 
Let the hunt begin!  
Game premise Game premise 
Each game takes place in a map showing a location where treasures have been discovered. You will build a team of 
hunters and use their unique skills to move around the map, collect treasure and steal treasure from your opponents. 
The team with the most treasures at the end of the game wins. 

x4 Score Cards x24 hunter Cards x21 map/focus Cards
x12 treasure 

markersx13 dice

Set aside the yellow, 
the purple, 

 1 Orange and 1 blue.
these are the player's 

Hunter Dice.  

Player Starting Setup

Each player chooses one Hunter 
from their hands to be their 
Starting Hunter and places it next 
to their score card. 

Each player chooses two Hunters 
from their hands to be their Start-
ing Hunters and places one next 
to each of their score cards.

The remaining  
orange and blue are 
set aside as boost/

guard counters

Treasure Marker starts on the 0

2 hunter 
Setup

(2 player game)(3-4 player game)

1 hunter 
Setup

1 hunter Die
1 Score Card
1 Treasure Marker
6 Hunter Cards

2 hunter Die
2 Score Card
1 Treasure Marker
6 Hunter Cards

2. 2. Roll the DiceRoll the Dice
Next all players roll their Hunter Dice The player who rolled the highest total is the 
starting player. All other players receive a Focus Card.  
All hunter dice are then placed on the map according to the number of the dice. This 
determines the starting position for the hunters. Hunters may occupy the same space as 
other hunters on the map. 
If a treasure zone appears more than once on the map, the player chooses which one 
they start on.
The number on the die indicates the HP of the hunter. All hunters begin the game at full 
health, so turn all the hunter dice to 6.
Finally, place a treasure token on each unoccupied treasure zone. 

Now you are ready for action! 
The starting player takes the first turn and activates their hunter. 
Play continues clockwise.
In a 2 player game, since each player has 2 Hunters, each player alternate which hunters 
activate. 
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On Your TurnOn Your Turn
A turn is broken into 3 phases: The Energizing Phase (getting your Energy); the Activa-
tion Phase (spending your Energy); and the Ending Phase.

1. 1. The Energize PhaseThe Energize Phase
1. Roll the Die The Energize Phase starts by rolling the white Energy Die. The 
number on the die determines the amount of Energy the active hunter can spend during 
their turn.
2. Place Treasure Place a treasure on the map on each treasure zone match-
ing the number rolled.
There can only ever be 1 treasure on a treasure zone, do not place a treasure on a zone 
that already has treasure.
3. Collect/Spend Focus Cards  
If you roll a 1, 2 or 3, take a Focus card and place it in front of 
you. You can’t have more than 3 focus cards in front of you at 
one time.
You may discard 1 Focus Card into the Focus Dech to increase 
your Energy by 1.
If you have 3 focus cards you may discard them back to the 
focus deck and increase your Enegy to 6.  
This can be a chance to spring a comeback if you have been 
rolling low!

2. 2.  The Activation Phase The Activation Phase
A hunter can spend energy points during their turn in two ways:
MOVING and PERFORMING ACTIONS
You do not have to spend all your EP during your turn.
EP that is not used is lost and does not carry over to the next turn.

Moving
A hunter can move around the map, one space per energy.
You may move in any direction, but you cannot move through walls or wall edges.
Multiple Hunters may occupy the same space at a time. (this is considered “range 0”)

Perform Actions
(See Actions)

Health and Knock Outs Health and Knock Outs 
A hunter’s health points (HP) are tracked by their Hunter Die on the board. 
If a hunter’s health is reduced to 0, that hunter is “knocked out”.
If you knock out an opponent’s Hunter, you steal up to 2 of that opponent’s Treasure.

NOTE: If a hunter knocks themselves out or they are knocked out by a 
team mate, they lose 2 treasure, but nobody collects it.

When a hunter is knocked out, their Hunter Die is removed from the board and re-
turned to their player and their Hunter card is shuffled into the Hunter deck. 

Replacing a hunter after a knock outReplacing a hunter after a knock out
When your hunter’s turn comes up but they’ve been knocked out, do the following steps 
before the Energizing Phase: 
Select another hunter from your hand to replace them and place it next to the knocked 
out hunter’s treasure track. (If you have no more hunters in your hand, you must draw 
the top hunter from the deck and use them)

NOTE: Sometimes a hunter that started on one team may get recruited by 
an opponent if they were knocked out. Hunters are in it for the treasure 
and their loyalty can be shaken if you let them get knocked out!

To determine where the new hunter starts on the map, roll the hunter die, and place it 
on a treasure zone matching the number rolled.
Turn the hunter die to full HP (6) and continue to the Energizing Phase as normal.

3. 3. Ending PhaseEnding Phase
Check for Victory
Once a player reaches 12 treasure, each player gets one more turn, including that player. 
Player with the most treasures wins the game!  

Manage your Guard/Boost Points 
(See Guard/Boost) 

Your turn is now finished and play proceeds clockwise.

ACTIONS ACTIONS 
Each Hunter has 6 actions they can take during their turn to attack, defend, steal trea-
sure and more! The die symbol on on the left shows the Energy each action costs. 
Actions are described by a series of icons that take effect from left to right. 
Icons that are part of a Targeting Icon affect other Hunters. Icons NOT part of a Target-
ing Icon affect the active Hunter. When using an Action, you must perform every part of 
that Action if possible.

Collecting TreasureCollecting Treasure
It's all about the treasure! Treasure is how you win the game!
A hunter can ONLY collect treasures during their activation phase.
If your hunter is on the same space as a Treasure Token during their activation 
phase, remove the treasure token from the map, and move their treasure score up 
1.
You can collect treasure either during MOVEMENT or ACTIONS.
A hunter can collect multiple treasures in a single turn so youse your energy 
wisely to get as much as you can!.

The Hunter CardsThe Hunter Cards
Your hand of Hunter Cards forms your team of KHRYSOS HUNTERS.
Each one is unique so they will have different play styles and strategies, but they 
are all very good treasure hunters. Trust in your team and they will lead you to 
victory!

Name

A
c
t
io

n
s

Title

Number

Go to Page 4 for an example 
on how to read Elia Rose's 

actions!

Picture
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Charging Up Charging Up 
(Guard, Boost)  (Guard, Boost)  
Guard, Boost grant points to the target hunter. These points are tracked using the corre-
sponding coloured status dice, turning the die to the number of points they have.  
All status points last until the END of the Target’s next turn after the status points are 
acquired.

Guard

Guard 
Guard points will cancel out incoming Damage. 
EXAMPLE: Blinker has 2 Guard points. She gets hit by Damage 
(3). The 2 Guard points block 2 points of Damage so Blinker only 

takes 1 Damage.
   

boost

Boost 
Each Hunter has actions that can be Boosted. The icons that 
Boost can alter are indicated by the white      Boost symbol. 
A Hunter may spend their Boost points on their turn to increase 

the number on that icon by 1 for each Boost point spent. The effect of the 
Boost only lasts for that turn. 
 
 
 
 

Targeting IconsTargeting Icons
(Range, Burst, Trample)(Range, Burst, Trample)
A targeting icon shows how actions affect other hunters. 
Each targeting icon is followed by a coloured box that shows all of the effects on the 
target. 
The three targeting icons (Range, Burst or Trample) each use different methods to target 
other hunters. 

Range

Range 
Target another Hunter within (#) spaces 

Burst

Burst 
Target ALL other Hunters within (#) of spaces. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

trample

Trample 
Move the active Hunter (#) spaces and target all Hunters whose 
space you move through (including your starting space). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following icons describe how the actions affect the target.... 

Damage dealing, Healing and StealingDamage dealing, Healing and Stealing
(Damage, Heal, Steal)(Damage, Heal, Steal)

damage

Damage 
The target loses (#) HP (see “Health And Knock Outs”).  

heal

Heal 
The target recovers (#) HP (to a maximum of 6).  

steal

Steal 
The active Hunter steals (#) of Treasure from the target. If the 
target has less than the (#), take all of them.

Mean Tricks Mean Tricks 
(Stun, Trap)  (Stun, Trap)  

stun

Stun 
A hunter hit with a Stun effect cannot spend points on Actions 
until the END of their next turn. Turn the Hunter card 
counter-clockwise to indicate they are stunned.

trap

Trap 
A hunter hit with a Trap effect cannot spend points on Move-
ment until the END of their next turn. Turn the Hunter card 
clockwise to indicate they are trapped.

 

Movement Icons Movement Icons 
(Move, Jump, Swap)(Move, Jump, Swap)
The following icons allow the active player to move the target around the board in 
different ways.

move

Move 
Move the Target Hunter (#) of spaces. If the Target is the active 
Hunter, they can also pick up Treasure this way. 

jump

Jump 
The Active Hunter is placed on the same space as the Target 

swap

Swap 
The Active Hunter swaps places with the Target 

trample damagetrap

STARTSTART

ENDEND
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2222

damagetrap

22

damagetrap

22
damagetrap
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burst damagemove
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damage

22
move
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damage
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move
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damage
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move
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TargetING Modifiers TargetING Modifiers 
(Splash, Repeat)(Splash, Repeat)
Some icons affect the whole Targeting Icon.

splash

Splash 
In addition to the Target, a Targeting Icon with the Blast icon 
ALSO targets any Hunter within the number of spaces from the 
Target equal to the (#) EXCEPT the Active hunter.

repeat

Repeat 
A Targeting Icon with the Repeat icon will repeat the whole set of 
effects additional times equal to the (#). Tracking Guard/Boost PointsTracking Guard/Boost Points

Use the orange and blue dice to track your Boost and Guard pints repectively.
When you collect points, place them in the THIS TURN space on the corner of 
your score card. During the Ending Phase of your turn, move all points from the 
THIS TURN space to the LAST TURN space. All points that were already in the 
LAST TURN space are discarded. Example:

EXAMPLE Blinker collected 3 
Guard points this turn
and has 2 points left from last turn 
giving her 5 Guard during her turn

At the end of her turn, she loses the two 
points from last turn and the 3 points 
she just collected move to the LAST 
TURN space

trample damage

11 22
trample damage

22 22+ =
1 Boost Point
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Targeting DistanceTargeting Distance 
 
Movement and targeting distance are 
counted in spaces from the active hunt-
er, in any direction (including diagonal).  
Range, Burst, Trample, Splash, all count 
distance the same way.  
 
 
 
 
 

Walls Walls 
 
Some of the map cards have walls on 
them. 
Walls obstruct both movement and 
targeting. You cannot move or target 
through a wall or diagonally through a 
wall edge.

Distance Around Distance Around 
Corners   Corners   
  
Targeting does NOT need to be in a 
straight line, as long as the distance can 
be counted. 
In this example, Blue can target Yellow 
and Orange at range 3, but Purple is at 
range 6. 
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How To Read ACTIONS Example  How To Read ACTIONS Example  
(Elia Rose) (Elia Rose) 

Author's Note:Author's Note:

For 6 Energy, Elia can move 3 spaces (Trample) and each Hunter she moves 
through takes 2 Damage. She can then do that again once more (Repeat) to move 
another 3 spaces and deal more damage. 

BOOSTABLE. The Trample icon has a Boost symbol on it so Elia can spend 
Boost Points to increase the number of the Trample.

For 3 Energy, Elia can move 3 spaces (Trample) and each Hunter she moves 
through takes 2 Damage.

BOOSTABLE. The Damage icon has a Boost symbol on it so Elia can spend 
Boost Points to increase the number of the Damage.

For 2 Energy, Elia can target another hunter up to 1 space away (Range) and take 
up to 1 Treasure from them (Steal)

For 1 Energy Elia can gain 1 Guard Point 
(Because the icon is not part of a Targeting 
Icon, the icon targets Elia herself).

All Hunters have the Boost action 
which allows them to collect 1 
Boost point for 1 Energy.

For 5 Energy, Elia can target anothe Hunter up to 4 spaces away (Range) AND 
ALSO target all Hunters 1 space around them (Splash) and deal them all 1 
Damage. She can then do this all again twice more (Repeat), targeting the same 
Hunter or choosing to change targets each time.

For 4 Energy, Elia can target anothe Hunter up to 2 spaces away (Range) AND 
ALSO target all Hunters 1 space around them (Splash), making them unable to 
move on their next turn (Trap) and dealing them all 3 Damage.

Thank you so much for playing  
Khrysos Hunters!
While I have worked very hard on this, I 
know it is still rough around the edges. 
That's why I'm releasing this as a beta so 
feel free to send me any questions, feedback 
or suggestions to josh@joshrivers.com! 
I'd love to hear from you!

I'll be releasing new updates and expansions 
regularly so be sure to follow the  
adventure at Khrysos.net

Have fun and happy hunting!
Josh


